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ABSTRACT

XENON is a dark matter detection experiment located at the Laboratori Nazionali

de Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Italy. This experiment uses liquid xenon to detect light

scintillations from nuclear recoils in the medium. These scintillations could come

from Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs), a likely dark matter candidate.

To aid in research and development, Professor Elena Aprile at Nevis Laboratories

Columbia University use a device called neriX. This device uses liquid xenon for

calibration measurements to aid in the building of XENON1T at LNGS. In May 2015,

a diaphragm pump, used to circulate xenon through a purification loop, ruptured and

compromised the purity of the xenon inside. My job from June through August 2015

was to help clean this xenon of its electronegative contaminates, namely nitrogen. To

do this I cryogenically pumped the nitrogen gas off of xenon ice.
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1. Introduction

Dark matter has gained great importance within the scientific community. Evidence suggests

that it composes 26% of the energy density of the observable Universe and 84% of all matter.

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are thought to compose dark matter, and as

suggested by their name, they do not interact with baryonic matter often, if at all. The XENON

project works with liquid xenon (LXe) to detect these elusive particles. LXe works well because

its properties provide the best possible cross-section for detecting WIMPs, based on the predicted

physical properties of WIMPs.

XENON works by detecting collisions with ordinary nuclei in the LXe, in particular nuclear

recoils. WIMPs are expected to have low energy nuclear recoils (< 100 keV). XENON can

distinguish between these events using a time projection chamber (TPC) that is filled with the

LXe (See Figure 1). When a particle collides with the nucleus of a xenon atom in the chamber,

a burst of light (S1) occurs and is measured by the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). This collision

strips nearby xenon atoms of electrons, which begin to drift upward in the simulated electric

field in the TPC. Once these electrons reach the threshold between the LXe and gaseous xenon

(GXe), they are accelerated out of the LXe. This produces a second flash of light (S2) that is

recorded. The time between these events distinguishes where the event occurred.1

Currently the Laboratori Nazionali de Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Italy is working to build the

largest LXe detector called XENON1T. To help with research and development, Professor Elena

Aprile at Columbia University in New York is working with a smaller device used to detect these

nuclear recoils called neriX. This device, operated at Nevis Laboratories, uses LXe for detection.

Unfortunately, in May 2015, a diaphragm pump used to circulate the GXe through a purification

loop in neriX ruptured and air infiltrated the system. This GXe was put into a rescue bottle

and deemed unusable. Since S2 is measured by drifting electrons, electronegative impurities,

nitrogen in particular, need to be eliminated from the xenon for credible data. Since air leaked

through the diaphragm, nitrogen and water were the main contaminates. This dirty xenon needs

to be cleaned of these impurities down to the parts per million level. Normally, to clean GXe a

getter is used. This uses a filter to remove nitrogen contamination, but can only handle about 1

g of the element. Because of the diaphragm burst, more than 1 g of nitrogen got into the pure

xenon, making the getter unusable. Between June 2015 and August 2015, I worked to clean this

1Information from www.xenon1t.org and the Nevis Labs XENON REU page
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Fig. 1.— Schematic of the TPC from www.xenon1t.org

contaminated xenon using cryogenic pumping.

2. Method

To accomplish the goal of 99% purity, the cleanliness of the xenon needed to be assessed and

improved. To do this, I measured the actual amount of nitrogen inside the dirty xenon sample.

Next, I cryopumped the residual gas out of the xenon rescue bottle. Repeating this process will,

in theory, clean the xenon of most of the nitrogen.

Electronegativity is the tendency of atoms to attract free electrons toward them. This is of

particular concern because S2 detects free drifting electrons to help determine where the collision

occurred in the TPC. This will severely compromise the data collected. For credible data, the

xenon needs to be pure of electronegative contaminates down to the parts per million level.

The boiling temperature of nitrogen and melting temperature of xenon are extremely im-

portant for cryogenic pumping. The boiling temperature of nitrogen at 1 bar is 77 K and the

melting temperature of xenon at 1 bar is 161 K at 1 bar. Liquid argon (LAr) rests at a temper-

ature (between 84 and 87 K at 1 bar) that freezes xenon but leaves nitrogen a gas. I used LAr

to aid in the cryopumping process because of this. Once a dewar with the xenon rescue bottle

inside is filled with LAr, the GXe will freeze into xenon ice and the nitrogen contaminate will

stay gaseous on the top (See Figure 2). To clean this gas off the top, I used a roughing pump to

clear the nitrogen.2

I used a residual gas analyzer (RGA) to quantify the impurities before any cleaning and after

each successive cleaning. This uses a quadropole gas analyzer to measure the partial pressures

2In order to understand cryopumping, I referenced a Ph.D thesis on cryopumping. (C. Day 2006)
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Fig. 2.— Schematic of the dewar

of ion currents in the gas. It catches these ions using a Faraday cup and analyzes the partial

pressures with a dual thoria coated iridium filament. This filament is very sensitive and can only

be used in ultra high vacuum, or pressures below 1e-4 Torr (Extorr Inc. 2009). The data from

this RGA is then analyzed through a code I wrote.

3. Apparatus

3.1. Vacuum System Basics

Stainless steel is used to construct every device I used in this research set-up. This metal

alloy has many favorable qualities for vacuum system operation. It has a low outgassing rate,

which means atoms trapped in the metal walls leak out at a very low rate. This makes stainless

steel chemically clean. It also holds ultra high vacuum very well, making the entire system

leak tight (if connected correctly). Finally, stainless steel is very tough; the structural integrity

remains when exposed to extreme cold.

I made a number of vacuum safe connections to the system: Conflat Flange (CF), Klein

Flange (KF), Swagelok, and Vacuum Coupling Radiation (VCR). CF and VCR connections use

copper (CF) and stainless steel (VCR) gaskets to make the vacuum tight connection. To make a

CF connection, I used a wrench and a hex key. A bolt is inserted on one side of the CF and a nut

is finger tightened to the end. The finger-tightening is done in a star formation as to keep the

integrity of the copper washer inside. Once finger-tightened, a wrench and hex key are used to

tighten in the same star formation. VCR connections are a bit easier. To make this connection,
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first I finger-tightened and then used a wrench to tighten another 45◦. A KF connection uses a

rubber o-ring to make its connection. A clamp is tightened around both ends and the o-ring to

secure the connection. To tighten a Swagelok connection, first finger-tighten and then tighten

with a wrench.

3.2. Sampling the Xenon

To quantify the contaminates in the GXe, a sample volume must be tested. I helped build

a pipette (∼ 50cm3) to transfer the GXe from the rescue bottle to the outgassing system to be

measured. The pipette is made of stainless steel and houses a fine control leak valve inside the

chamber of the pipette. It works by letting a fine amount of gas out into the system, which

is controlled by a knob. This type of valve is needed in order to regulate the pressure in the

outgassing system. The chamber where the GXe is stored is connected by CFs and capped with

a CF blank. The GXe leaks into the outgassing system though a CF into a VCR connected

high-pressure valve. That is then connected to a VCR to Swagelok valve, which hooks to the

outgassing system. See Figure 3 for the construction of the pipette.

Fig. 3.— Schematic of the pipette hooked to the GXe rescue bottle and a vacuum pump

The rescue bottle is constructed using stainless steel and two high-pressure valves. These

valves ensure that no GXe is lost over time. A regulator valve is attached between the bottle

and the pipette to regulate and step-down the pressure entering the pipette. Too much pressure

leaking into the pipette at a time would cause the system’s integrity to compromise and be

unable to use.

The outgassing system is used to analyze the cleanliness of the GXe being leaked inside (See

Figure 4). It is made of stainless steel and is equipped with an RGA using a large CF connection

(See Figure 5). An RGA uses a quadropole gas analyzer to measure partial pressures caused

by ion currents in the gas inside the outgassing system chamber. It does this by catching the

ions inside a Faraday cup and measuring the partial pressures with a dual thoria coated iridium

filament. This specific RGA is an XT200(M), which means it measures only between 1 and
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200 AMU. This device cannot be used above 1e-3 Torr because the filament will overheat and

compromise the data (Extorr Inc. 2009).

Fig. 4.— Schematic of the outgassing system

Fig. 5.— Photo of the RGA attached to the outgassing system
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Even though I used a wrench to tighten all of these connections, small leaks are undetectable

without the use of a leak checker. The pipette was hooked up to an Adixen ASM 380 Leak Checker

to detect small leaks in the system. In order to do this, the leak checker uses a quadropole RGA

device to detect minute amounts of helium. To do this, the leak checker is equipped with a

roughing and turbo pump. When turned on, the roughing pump sucks out excess gas and once

the pressure reaches a baseline, the turbo pump is opened and the blades direct the rest of the gas

out until less than 5.0 mbar is reached. Once evacuated, the leak checker begins measuring trace

amounts of helium. The baseline for this is less than 1.0e-10 mbar×L
sec

. Helium is used because it

is the lightest and smallest atom, which allows it to permeate nearly anything. Helium is only

a trace element in the atmosphere, down to the parts per million level. Spraying helium from

a compressed gas bottle onto the pipette’s connections allows the leak checker to detect a leak.

If any amount of helium gets through the connections, the machine will detect the atoms and

reject the connection.

4. Procedure

The pipette must be evacuated first. To do this, I connect the pipette to the VCR T-

connection while keeping all valves in the system closed. The leak checker and GXe bottle

should be hooked up as well.

To make sure the connection I just made is leak-free, I used the leak checker by spraying

helium over each connection (especially the VCR T-connection) and reading the gauge on the

leak checker. If a leak is detected, I tightened whichever connection threw the error and test

again. If the error persists, bagging each connection with a plastic bag and spraying helium into

the bag helps to isolate the problem to a specific connection.

The leak checker is turned on to start the evacuation process. This is done when every

valve is closed to keep the integrity of the leak checker’s turbo pump. Once the machine has

auto-calibrated, the roughing pump turns on to rid excess gas which could be harmful to the

turbo pump. When the pressure is sufficiently low, the turbo pump opens and evacuates the

initial vacuum hose area. Since the leak checker is not commercially a vacuum pump, it can only

measure down to 5.0 mbar. This means in order to vacuum almost all the gas inside the pipette,

it is left pumping for 10 minutes after the baseline is reached.

Once the hose volume is pumped sufficiently (only waiting a few minutes after baseline

pressure is reached), the leak checker is put into stand-by and the valve leading to the pipette

attached to the hose is opened. This volume is evacuated and I wait a few minutes after baseline

pressure is reached like before. At this point, the pipette is still closed to the vacuum. To pump

on the pipette volume, the leak checker is put back into stand-by and each valve (including the

fine leak valve) is opened. The leak checker is then turned back on and is left to pump for 10

minutes after baseline pressure is reached. The pipette volume being evacuated, it can now be

filled with the dirty GXe. The inlet pressure on the pressure regulator valve will read the pressure

inside the xenon bottle. To do this, the xenon bottle and following valve need to be opened to
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the pressure regulator valve. The initial reading was 65 bars. To fill the pipette, the leak checker

must be turned on stand-by and the valve connected to the hose closed. With the high-pressure

valve to the pipette closed, the regulator valve is slowly opened until the outlet pressure reads

between 0.2 and 1 bars. For the July 20th GXe sample 1 bar of GXe was used, for the sample

on July 24th 0.58 bars of GXe were used, and for the sample on July 28th 0.8 bars of GXe were

used. Once the desired pressure is reached, the high-pressure valve leading to the pipette can be

opened to fill the pipette volume. This only takes a second or two. After filling, each valve in

the system must be closed to preserve the GXe in the pipette and the bottle.

To freeze the rescue bottle, I used LAr. I pumped it inside the dewar that the bottle sits

inside and waited a few hours for the xenon to freeze and the nitrogen gas to surface. To thaw

the rescue bottle, I took it out of the dewar, capped off the top of the dewar to save some LAr

still left inside, and securely fastened it for warming overnight.

The process of cryopumping is what cleans the electronegative contaminates from the GXe.

Cryopumping uses the elements’ differing melting pressures to clean gas. LAr is used because

its temperature (between 84 and 87 K) is lower than the melting point of xenon (161 K) and

higher than the boiling point of nitrogen (77 K). This allows the GXe to freeze and become xenon

ice, while still having gaseous nitrogen. A roughing pump is connected to the xenon bottle and

turned on, which sucks off excess contaminate gas. This is left to pump for 10 minutes to achieve

a vacuum above the xenon ice. I warmed the bottle for further GXe contamination analysis.

With the GXe sample inside, I connected the pipette to the outgassing system. Doing this

involves connecting the VCR high-pressure valve to a VCR to Swagelok valve already connected

to the outgassing system. Because of the outgassing system set-up, the pipette must be propped

up on something sturdy in order to protect the integrity of the pipes leading into the outgassing

system. When connected, the RGA can be turned on and Extorr software used to analyze the

partial pressures. This software has multiple settings for data analysis. One can be used for leak

checking new connections made to the outgassing system. This setting is called “Trace” and

works by only detecting atoms at 4 AMU: helium. The same procedure of spraying helium is

used here as with the leak checker. The software detects the partial pressures made by helium

ions. If the graph’s y-axis spikes at any time, a leak is present in the system. This is fixed in the

same way as with the leak checker.

If no leaks are present, the background scan is taken first. This is done in order to background

subtract from the raw GXe leak, since the raw leak includes the background contaminates as

well. Before taking the preliminary scan, the overall pressure shown by the pressure gauge on

the outgassing system must be recorded. The RGA is then turned on and the scan started with

the Extorr software. After the scan has concluded, the pressure is recorded again five minutes

later.

To leak the GXe into the system required an extra step. The fine leak valve is used to

regulate the overall pressure in the outgassing system. This pressure needs to be as high as

the RGA will allow in order to make the background almost negligible from the raw leak data.
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Usually this pressure is between 4.0e-5 and 5.0e-5 Torr. The same process is used to take this

data.

5. Data Analysis

Multiple data types are used in this experiment. A pressure in Torr is recorded on the

pressure gauge attached to the outgassing system. This is used for scaling and background

subtraction. The outputs of the RGA are partial pressures and charge to mass ratio. These data

from the RGA are used to make plots of each sample leak scan.

The sample gas is put into the outgassing system, ionized, read by the RGA, and graphed.

Peaks occur at each ion’s relative charge to mass ratio (represented in AMU). For example, in

Figure 6 the xenon gas peaks around both 131 AMU and 65 AMU. When xenon enters the

outgassing system and is ionized, 87% of it will only lose one electron, making its charge to mass

ratio 131. The other 13% of the xenon atoms will lose two electrons, making their charge to mass

ratio 65. There are multiple peaks around these two numbers because of the stable isotopes of

xenon (O’Hanlan 2003).

Fig. 6.— Graph of a sample xenon leak on 6/30/15 and a graph zoomed in on the xenon peaks

around 131 and 65 AMU

To analyze the GXe data, I used a python code to make a graph of each data, background

subtract, and calculate relative percentages of each element present. Regular background sub-

traction was preformed for all sample data before July 16, 2015, and special manual background

subtraction was added to the previous analysis after that date. This was needed because some-

time on July 16, 2015, oil contaminated the outgassing system’s vacuum chamber. A hydrocarbon

cracking pattern was seen on each background RGA scan, which also showed on each GXe leak

sample.

First, data comes from the Extorr software, and it is plotted using a programming language.

I used pyROOT to construct the graphs of each sample leak. The area of each curve was
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calculated in total, followed by the relative areas of each peak on the graph (Equation 1).

∫ mf

mi

P (m)dm (1)

On each graph there is a noise threshold that can be seen from 150 to 200 AMU. This is

the threshold of the RGA, and needs to be zeroed out. To do this, I looked at the highest peak

of the RGA noise and made every sample partial pressure lower than that 0 Torr. Making this

threshold gives a more accurate total and partial peak area.

During analysis we ran into a problem with this noise. On the background scans, the noise

appeared to oscillate around a negative partial pressure instead of 0 Torr. The same happened

with the sample leak data, only it oscillated slightly above 0 Torr. I fixed this by locating where

the noise oscillated by fitting a horizontal like between 150 and 200 AMU. I then shifted each

graph up or down by this number. The threshold was then applied. Later, the “AutoZero”

function in the Extorr software was found, which fixed the problem without the need for extra

coding.

After each correction was made, background subtraction was preformed. To do this, I

scaled to each overall recorded pressure and multiplied by the peak area divided by the total

area (Equation 2).

∫ mf

mi

P (m)dm× Prec∫
total

P (m)dm
(2)

This was completed for each of the 4000 data points in the background and sample leak.

The action of subtracting each number in the background to its respective number in the sample

leak was done to complete the background subtraction. We did this in order to get the most

accurate representation of the contaminates in the GXe.

This background subtraction was sufficient until July 16, 2015, when the hydrocarbons

appeared in the system. For each sample leak after that date, manually subtracting the peaks

that did not dissolve with regular background subtraction was preformed. First, I identified a

peak of hydrocarbons that I knew were not supposed to be in the data. I then scaled the data

points to eliminate this peak and get rid of the excess hydrocarbons (Equations 3 and 4).

∂P ∗
i =

∂Pi

P55Xe

× P55bg (3)

∂P ∗
subtracted = ∂P ∗

i − ∂Pbg (4)

This method then provided the best representation of each peak area.

I then calculated the relative areas under the entire graph and each peak. The individual

peak area was divided by the total graph area and multiplied by 100 to get the percentage.
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After each clean, the dirty GXe seemed to get cleaner. Our method is only precise down to

the percent level, which means we cannot accurately determine the mass of nitrogen still left in

the bottle. Since the getter can only handle about a gram of nitrogen, we need a more precise

way of measuring the GXe sample.

6. Results

Date # of Cleanings Percent Xenon Comments

6/30/15 Zero 88 No Hydrocarbons

7/1/15 Zero 86 No Hydrocarbons

7/20/15 One 80 (98) HC Present

7/21/15 Two 90 (99) HC Present

7/24/15 Two 96 (100) HC Present

7/28/15 Three 89 (95) HC Present

Table 1: Table showing the percentage of xenon in rescue bottle after each cleaning

Table 1 shows my final results for the cleanliness of the GXe. The percentages in the paren-

theses represent the percent of xenon after manual hydrocarbon subtraction. Using cryogenic

pumping, the current method got most of the nitrogen out of the GXe, but not all of it. The

result going from 100% on July 24 to 95% on July 28 is due to the precision of this method.

Since our method is only precise on the percent level, we can calculate an upper limit on

the mass of nitrogen still left in the rescue bottle. I started with calculating the percentage of

nitrogen by number using Equation 5.

%N2 =
#N2

#Total
(5)

Approximating that the gas is composed of two elements, xenon (n2) and nitrogen (n1)

(Equation 6),

%N2 =
n1

n1 + n2

(6)

Using the ideal gas law n = PV
kT

, I find that this is equivalent to Equation 7.

%N2 =
P1

P1 + P2

(7)

To calculate the percentage of nitrogen by mass, use Equation 8.
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%N2 =
m1n1

m1n1 + m2n2

(8)

This is approximately equal to Equation 9.

%N2 '
m1n1

m2n2

(9)

From previous considerations, the total percentage of nitrogen by mass is equal to Equation

10.

%N2 '
m1P1

m2P2

(10)

The upper limit of mass of nitrogen still left in the rescue bottle is 5.3 g. This is still too

much for the getter, since it can only handle about 1 g of nitrogen.

I also do not know why the original background subtraction method did not remove the hy-

drocarbon background completely. Instead, manual background subtraction of the hydrocarbons

seemed to work better. Since GXe does not have any trace hydrocarbons in nature, the manual

subtraction was justified.

Cryopumping the GXe only got rid of the nitrogen contaminate from the rescue bottle. This

method did not erase other contaminates like water (18 AMU) and carbon dioxide (38 AMU).

Another method should be used to get rid of these contaminates before the GXe goes in the

getter.

7. Conclusion

During this experiment, I successfully removed nitrogen contamination from the GXe. The

method used did this down to percent precision. I also know that there are less than 5.3 g left

in the rescue bottle.

This is a very useful technique for removing nitrogen specifically, but not for other elec-

tronegative contaminates. There must be a more precise way of cleaning and measuring before

the contaminated GXe goes into the getter for final cleaning.

Through this project I learned how to program using Python and ROOT. I have also ex-

panded my laboratory skills quite a bit. Writing everything in precise detail inside the lab

notebook is an essential part in research. I believe that my skills as a researcher have greatly

improved.
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